Lesson two: Instructions

Resources required:
- Great Britain Road Atlas
- Various UK maps from a school atlas
- OS Explorer Maps (1:25000) OL17 (Snowdon); OL6 (Scafell Pike) & 392 (Ben Nevis); ruler & calculator

Instructions:
- Construct a topological map on the ‘Blank outline of the UK’ to show the following stages of a trip from London to the Three Peaks (Snowdon, Scafell Pike & Ben Nevis).
  - London – Birmingham
  - Birmingham – Shrewsbury
  - Shrewsbury to Snowdon
  - Snowdon – Liverpool
  - Liverpool – Lancaster
  - Lancaster – Scafell Pike
  - Scafell Pike – Carlisle
  - Carlisle – Glasgow
  - Glasgow – Ben Nevis

- Complete the ‘Three Peaks Travel Log’ to describe the physical and human landscapes encountered on route.
- Extension: using the OS Explorer Map for one of the Three Peaks, describe in detail the route of the climb from the starting point: Pen-y-Pass car park (Snowdon): SH647555; Hollow Stones Route (Scafell Pike): NY186084; Glen Nevis Visitor Centre: NN122729.
  - Use grid references, map symbols, compass directions, scale and contours to give details of distance, direction and steepness of the climb.